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Abstract—In Infrastructure-as-a-Service environments, Cloud
data centers employ virtualization technology to host various
applications in virtual machines (VMs) and enable application
isolation on shared physical resources. Additionally, live VM
migration has been adopted to perform load balancing by moving
VMs across distinct hosts. However, co-located VMs which
show significant positive correlations on their CPU utilization
patterns are at a higher risk of triggering overloading events
and incurring performance degradation, even when their host is
operating below its critical limits. To address this problem, a VM
consolidation mechanism inspired by host-switching behaviors in
symbiotic associates is proposed in this paper. In the proposed
mechanism, hosts and VMs in Cloud data centers represent
symbionts in an ecosystem. Two heuristic functions, inspired by
host susceptibility and symbiotic coefficient among symbionts,
are proposed to yield better resource utilization via VM con-
solidations. Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed
mechanism can achieve reductions in both energy consumption
and Service Level Agreement (SLA) violations of Cloud data
centers.

Index Terms—Resource management, heuristics, bio-inspired,
utilization correlation, VM consolidation.

I. INTRODUCTION

CLOUD computing is recently gaining rapid prominence
by pooling resources for on-demand computing. Cloud

technology enables users to access a large pool of compu-
tational and storage resources on an on-demand basis [1].
Virtualization, the enabling technology of Cloud computing,
allows physical resources to be shared by multiple isolated
virtual machines (VMs). Efficient virtualization technology
makes Cloud applications possible and allows them to prolifer-
ate further. However, such soaring demands have led to high
energy consumption in Cloud clusters. In 2014, 70 billions
kWh of energy was consumed by Cloud clusters in US [2],
which has been one of the major sources of carbon dioxide
emissions. Therefore, with the unprecedented development of
Cloud clusters in both their scale and complexity, their energy
consumption has become a key problem that needs to be
addressed.

On the other hand, guaranteeing the required Quality of
Servive (QoS) of Cloud applications is an essential task
for Cloud service providers (CSPs) [3]. The desired level
of QoS is expressed in form of Service Level Agreements
(SLAs). During a VM consolidation process, the workload
of applications on the VMs may vary dynamically. Such
fluctuations may cause server overload and will affect the
performance of all VMs on the overloaded servers and thus
lead to significant SLA violations. Therefore, how to lower

the risk of overloading is an important issue that needs to be
tackled in maintaining application QoS.

Live migration allows VMs to move across different hosts
with virtually no interruption [4]. In the VM consolidation
problem, with live migration technology, VMs can be properly
consolidated onto physical hosts for better resource utilization
and energy saving in Cloud data centers. Excess load will
be migrated out from overloaded hosts to under-utilized hosts
to eliminate hotspots. However, co-located VMs may trigger
overloading incidents if majority of their applications reach
their peak utilization level simultaneously [5]. Thus, to avoid
potential violations of SLA, correlation information among co-
located VMs has to be considered in the VM consolidation
process.

Bondings among VMs and hosts in Cloud data centers share
a lot of characteristics and features with organisms in natural
with symbiotic relationship (i. e. parasites and hosts), who are
living and evolving together. During the evolutionary process,
parasites may switch their hosts if their living environments are
not suitable for survival any more [6]. Parasites are more likely
to switch to hosts with adequate resources and compatible
symbionts during periods of environmental change [7].

Inspired by host-switching behaviors in symbiotic asso-
ciates, in this paper, a VM consolidation mechanism based
on bio-inspired heuristics is proposed to tackle the challenges
of energy saving and QoS management in Cloud data centers.
In the proposed mechanism, hosts and VMs in Cloud data
centers represent symbionts in ecosystems. We propose two
heuristic functions based on utilization levels of hosts and
Resource Utilization Correlation (RUC) among co-located
VMs. The concept of host susceptibility in [8] is adopted
here to evaluate hosts’ condition according to their utilization
levels. Inspired by mutual interactions among symbionts [9],
symbiotic coefficient among parasites is adopted to evaluate
correlations among VMs. In the proposed mechanism, VMs
share resources provided by the physical host to keep its
utilization at a relatively moderate level. By considering both
hosts’ utilization levels and RUC among co-located VMs, the
proposed mechanism addresses the VM consolidation problem
with the objective of reducing energy consumption while
maintaining a low number of SLA violations in Cloud clusters.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• Inspired by host-switching behaviors in symbiotic asso-

ciates, we propose a bio-inspired heuristics-based VM
consolidation mechanism to tackle the challenges of en-
ergy saving and QoS management in Cloud data centers.
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• We propose two heuristic functions, namely host sus-
ceptibility and symbiotic coefficient, to evaluate hosts’
condition and correlations among VMs, respectively.

• We propose a VM migration algorithm considering a
heuristics-based fitness for optimizing VM reallocations.

• We conducted extensive experiments using CloudSim
with real-world workload data. The experimental results
show that the proposed mechanism can avoid SLA vi-
olations and achieve lower overall energy consumption.
Moreover, the proposed mechanism significantly reduces
the risk of overloading and avoids resource waste.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II
discusses some related works. Section III introduces host-
switching behaviors in symbiotic associates and preliminaries
on the correlations among co-located VMs in detail. In Sec-
tion IV, formulations of the proposed heuristic functions and
their rationales are given. Section V elaborates the details on
the proposed VM consolidation mechanism. Details on the
experiment setup are described in Section VI. Experiment
results and discussions of the proposed VM consolidation
mechanism are analyzed in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
gives the concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

This section discusses related work on bio-inspired algo-
rithms and correlation-based methods for VM consolidation
problem.

A. Bio-Inspired Algorithms for VM Consolidation

A number of VM consolidation approaches have adopted
bio-inspired designs [10]–[15] for better resource management
in Cloud data centers. An ant colony based algorithm was
proposed by Farahnakian et al. in [10] to reduce energy
consumption. They introduced a pseudo-random-proportional-
rule as an efficient resource management procedure in their
ant colony based system. Liu et al. [11] also addressed the
VM placement problem by minimizing the number of active
hosts using the ant colony optimization (ACO) algorithm. They
adopted order exchange and migration local search techniques,
which swap and migrate VMs between different servers, to
enhance searching efficiency. A symbiotic organism search
(SOS) algorithm is adopted as an efficient solution to achieve
higher system utilization with minimal makespan in [12]. They
proposed a discrete SOS algorithm for optimal scheduling of
tasks in Cloud data centers. In their mechanism, a mutual bene-
fit factor facilitates the exploration of new regions in the search
space, while a parasite vector prevents premature convergence
of the system. However, the discrete SOS algorithm in [12]
is to schedule multiple tasks in a Cloud data center without
considering the problem of VM migration. An energy-efficient
virtual resource dynamic integration method was proposed by
Wen et al. based on an improved genetic algorithm (GA) [13].
In their placement algorithm, the termination condition of GA
has been improved to avoid getting stuck at local optimal
points. While in [14], the authors adopted GA to forecast
the resource utilization and energy consumption in Cloud
data centers. The VM placement can then be improved based

on the prediction results. A dynamic power-saving resource
allocation mechanism was proposed by Chou et al. based
on a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [15]. In
their PSO algorithm, they considered the energy consumption
of both hosts and air conditioners as the fitness function
for energy saving. However, the computational complexity
of their approaches makes them impractical for real-world
applications.

B. Correlation-based Methods for VM Consolidation

As mentioned earlier, correlated VMs co-located on the
same host are very likely to impact application performance.
To avoid performance degradations, previous works [5], [16]–
[20] have considered the utilization correlation information
among co-located VMs in VM consolidation processes.

A power management solution was presented by Kim et
al. in [16] to host scale-out applications in Cloud clusters.
First, they conducted comparative analysis on workload char-
acteristics of applications and proposed a cost function to
quantify correlations between two selected VMs for server
consolidation. Then they determined an optimal voltage to
frequency ratio (v/f ) for each server according to the es-
timated cost level of those co-located VMs. They jointly
utilized server consolidation and v/f scaling by considering
correlation information among VMs to reduce global power
consumption. In [5], an affinity model was proposed to ex-
plore the relationship among VMs based on the predicted
utilization values provided by an autoregressive integrated
moving average prediction model. In an algorithm proposed
in [5], VMs with high affinity will be consolidated together
for better resource utilization. In [17], a two-phase multi-
objective VM placement scheme was presented by Pahlevan
et al. for geo-distributed data centers. In the global phase,
they exploited data and CPU-load correlations among VMs
for clustering VMs based on the holistic knowledge of their
characteristics. In the local phase, CPU-load correlation is
considered as the only allocation criterion. Their two-phase
VM placement scheme aims to tackle the challenges in cost-
performance and energy-performance trade-offs. However, the
host overloading problem in the VM consolidation process has
not been addressed in aforementioned works.

A VM placement scheme was proposed by Wei et al. in
[18] to guarantee reasonable QoS level. First, an autoregressive
integrated moving average model was adopted to predict the
future trend. Then, the volatility of the future demand was an-
alyzed based on a generalized autoregressive conditional het-
eroskedasticity model. Their placement scheme, which takes
account of VM correlation, is based on a modern portfolio
theory to achieve higher utilization and lower overload ratio. In
[19], performance interferences under different combinations
of workloads were studied experimentally. Furthermore, a
performance interference prediction model was developed to
manage application QoS in Clouds based on the application-
level and VM-level characteristics of co-located applications.
In [20], another interference prediction model was proposed
by Zhu and Tung to estimate the application QoS metric. In
their proposed model, an influence matrix, which considers
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interferences from all types of resources, is presented to
estimate the extra resources requested by an application for
optimal consolidation configuration. All of these approaches
are designed to achieve a desired QoS. However, none of
them takes energy consumption into account in the VM
consolidation process. Our previous works [21], [22] provided
insights on the usage of correlation information as a parameter
for decision making in the VM consolidation process.

The work in [23] presented several approaches to tackle an
energy-aware scheduling problem. In their power-based meth-
ods, the destination host is chosen based on its recent power
consumption readings. A similar problem was studied in [24].
A host with the least increase in estimated power consumption
after taking up a migrated VM is chosen as the destination for
migration. However, this paper considers both host utilization
levels and RUC among co-located VMs and proposes a set
of solutions for better resource management, including two
heuristic functions, global tuning-based hotspot detection, and
VM migration algorithm considering a heuristics-based fitness.
Our VM consolidation mechanism aims to obtain reasonable
trade-offs between energy consumption and SLA violations in
Cloud clusters.

III. BACKGROUND

This section introduces the background on symbiosis and
host switching behavior in ecosystems and preliminaries on
the correlations among co-located VMs in detail.

A. Symbiosis and Host Switching
The term symbiosis was first used in 1879 to describe the

cohabitation behavior between two different biological organ-
isms [25]. To survive, organisms choose to live together in a
reliance-based relationship. This kind of symbiotic behavior is
ubiquitous in terrestrial, freshwater, and marine communities
[26], [27]. Undoubtedly, symbiosis has played an important
role in biological evolution in ecosystems.

The generation of biological diversity is accompanied by
multiple evolutionary host switches. Host switching is a
necessary condition to keep pace in an evolutionary race
[28], [29]. A common evolutionary host switching occurs
when host utilization capabilities are acquired rapidly or the
living environment of parasites is harmed [6]. Thus, parasites
may switch to a new host with better fitness and survival
advantages.

In general, the process of host switching consists of three
basic stages [7], those are (i) Opportunity: It is an essential
condition for a parasite to switch to a new host; (ii) Com-
patibility: After an opportunity presents, parasites and their
corresponding hosts should be compatible with each other
for cohabitation [6]. It is necessary for parasites to overcome
physical barriers (e.g. epidermis, exoskeleton, etc.) imposed
by the new host without impacting the survival of the species
involved. Furthermore, a compatible host should provide ad-
equate resources as a food-source and substrate for parasite
survival; and (iii) Conflict resolution: During the process of
host-parasite coexistence, conflicts may arise subsequently.
The host and parasites should resolve such conflicts for mutual
adaptation and better survival.

B. Multiple Correlation Coefficient

In this paper, the multiple correlation coefficient [30], as
described in our previous work [22], was adopted to estimate
the RUC among co-located VMs. In multiple regression anal-
ysis, the multiple correlation coefficient is commonly used to
measure the accuracy of the predicted dependent variable. The
value of a multiple correlation coefficient varies between 0 and
1. It is 0 if there is no relationship between those variables
and 1 if those variables are perfectly correlated.

Assuming that there are n VMs on a host. We denote
these co-located VMs using vector V = [V1, V2, ..., Vn]. The
RUC level of the jth VM toward the other n − 1 VMs is
measured based on their last q CPU utilization observations.
We denote the last q observations of the jth VM using vector
yj . Similarly, we denote X as an augmented matrix contains
the q observations of the remaining n − 1 VMs on the host.
The vector yj and matrix X can be expressed as

yj =

y1,j...
yq,j

 , X =


1 x1,1 · · · x1,m · · · x1,n−1
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
1 xp,1 · · · xp,m · · · xp,n−1
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
1 xq,1 · · · xq,m · · · xq,n−1

 .

Here, variable xp,m represents the pth CPU utilization obser-
vation of Vm. The multiple correlation coefficient R2

Vj ,V\Vj

for each Vj can then be calculated as

R2
Vj ,V\Vj

=

∑q
k=1(yk,j −myj

)2(ŷk,j −mŷj
)2∑q

k=1(yk,j −myj )
2
∑q
k=1(ŷk,j −mŷj

)2
,

where V \ Vj is the vector representing the VMs on the host
except the jth VM. The variables myi and mŷj

represent the
means of yj and ŷj , respectively. Here, ŷj is a vector of
predicted values of the jth VM, which can be obtained as

ŷj = X(XTX)−1XTyj .

where XT is the transpose matrix of X and (XTX)−1 is
the inverse matrix of (XTX). In our model, if (XTX) is
singular, the multiple correlation coefficient of Vj is expressed
as its current CPU utilization. In this work, the RUC between
the jth VM and other co-located VMs is represented by the
corresponding multiple correlation coefficient between both
parties.

IV. HEURISTIC FORMULATIONS

In nature, symbiotic organisms live together for sustenance
and survival. In Cloud data centers, hosts and VMs are as-
sociated with a similar relationship. Similar to host-switching
behaviors in symbiotic associates, VMs in Clouds are com-
monly migrated to different hosts for better performance.

As mentioned earlier, there are three stages in the process
of host-switching in symbiotic associates. In the compati-
bility stage, parasites prefer switching to compatible hosts
with adequate resources for better survival. Similar to this
phenomenon, VMs in Clouds are preferable to be allocated to
hosts with more available resources. Therefore, host utilization
level should be considered as a migration criterion. Moreover,
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Fig. 1: An illustration of the host susceptibility h1, with a =
0.4, b = 0.5, and c = 0.2.

the stage of conflict resolution inspires us to take mutual
interactions among co-located organisms into account in the
VM consolidation process. In this work, resource utilization
correlations are used to represent the interactions among co-
located VMs. For a physical host, it is more likely for VMs
with high RUC to their co-located VMs to trigger overloading
events. Due to the heterogeneity of hosts and VMs, such a
problem cannot be completely resolved by imposing static
utilization thresholds to control the utilization level of hosts.

Inspired by host-switching behaviors exhibited in symbiotic
organisms, we formulate the host utilization level and the
RUC among co-located VMs as two heuristic functions [22] to
evaluate the state of each host and VM for making allocation
decisions. The bio-inspired heuristic functions assign low
symbiotic coefficient [9] values to VMs with high correlations
in their CPU utilization patterns for co-location avoidance.
Conversely, hosts with high utilization levels are considered as
susceptible to prevent VMs from migrating onto them. Such
kind of hosts may even expel some of their VMs.

A. Host Susceptibility

In nature, a non-immune host is one who has little resistance
against a particular organism, thus it is susceptible to be in-
fected by parasites [31]. In contrast, hosts with fewer resources
are also susceptible to parasites infection since they have fewer
resources to allocate to immune functions or to other defenses
against parasites [32]. Similarly, in Cloud data centers, hosts
with extreme utilization levels are operating outside their max-
imum efficiency ranges. Therefore, keeping host utilization at
relatively moderate levels is highly recommended. Because of
that, we formulate host susceptibility h1, which corresponds
to the utilization level of a host, to evaluate host state as

h1(γ) =
(a− c)(1−

√
b)2

b

(
1

1−√γ
− 1

1−
√
b

)2

+ c, (1)

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the CPU utilization of a host. Here, γ is
highly correlated to the current CPU utilization of co-located
VMs. In (1), a represents the intrinsic susceptibility of a host,

Resource utilization correlation (βij)
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Fig. 2: An illustration of the symbiotic coefficient h2, with
m = 5 and n = −2.5.

e.g. h1(0) = a. In nature, once a host has been infected, its
immune system would be built up. Such hosts would become
less susceptible to be infected by parasites but more attractive
to their mutualists. Similarly, once a host is utilized in Cloud
data centers, it is highly recommended to optimize its utility
by encouraging more loads. Because of that, the susceptibility
value is being decreased until it reaches a minimum value at a
certain point, e.g. h1(b) = c. Here, b represents the optimum
utilization and c represents the minimum host susceptibility
level. In (1), a, b, and c are constants, which should be selected
as a > 0, 1 ≥ b ≥ 0, and a > c ≥ 0. In this work, they are
selected as a = 0.4, b = 0.5, and c = 0.2 to ensure hosts with
extreme utilization will have relatively higher susceptibility
values. Characteristics of h1 versus host utilization level γ are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Using (1), we define an occupied capacity
of an active host i as

S(γi) =

∫ γi

0

h1(γ)dγ. (2)

Here, the occupied capacity is used in evaluating host opera-
tion level, which its usage will be elaborated shortly.

The rationale behind (1) is that the susceptibility value of a
host is high when its utilization is low to avoid unnecessarily
provisioning new hosts. Furthermore, the host susceptibility
value goes to infinity as its utilization reaches 100% to
discourage more loads (parasites) from overloading a host.
VMs can therefore use susceptibility as an indicator and
try to pick hosts with more available resource and desirable
operating environment (i.e. those with lower susceptibility
values). Details will be explained in the later sections.

B. Symbiotic Coefficient

The level of mutual interactions among parasites is charac-
terized by their symbiotic coefficients [9]. Here, we formulate
a symbiotic coefficient (SC) h2, which corresponds to the RUC
among co-located VMs, to evaluate the mutual interactions
among VMs. In the proposed mechanism, VMs with high CPU
utilization correlations are less likely to be co-located on the
same host. Therefore, such VMs will be assigned with low
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SC values for co-location avoidance. An exponential function
is chosen here such that VMs with significantly high CPU
utilization correlations will have lower SC values, which will
encourage them to migrate onto different hosts. Here, h2 is
formulated as

h2(βij) = m exp (nβij), (3)

where βij ∈ [0, 1] denotes the RUC of VM j to other co-
located VMs on host i. Here, βij , which refers to R2

Vj ,V\Vj

mentioned in Section III, is related to last q CPU utilization
observations of co-located VMs. Parameters m and n are
constants, which should be selected as m > 0 and n < 0.
In this work, they are selected as m = 5 and n = −2.5 to
give lower SC values to VMs with higher RUC values. Fig. 2
illustrates SC versus RUC.

C. Capacity Threshold

To evaluate VMs under different conditions, (2) and (3) are
integrated to form a global tuning parameter

Cglobal =

∫ Tij

0

1

h2(βij)
h1(γ)dγ. (4)

Here, Tij is the corresponding utilization threshold for VM j
on host i. To keep each VM operated normally, the utilization
level of an active host cannot exceed the utilization threshold
of its VMs. According to (2), a capacity threshold for each
VM j on host i is calculated as

S(Tij) = Cglobal × h2(βij). (5)

D. Capacity Margin

The capacity margin of each VM is calculated as

Mij =

{
S(Tij)− S(γi) if S(γi) < S(Tij),

0 if S(γi) ≥ S(Tij).
(6)

It is assumed that each VM on host i is assigned with a non-
zero margin if the occupied capacity of host i did not exceed
the capacity threshold of VM j. In the proposed mechanism,
VMs with low h2 values are assigned with zero margin if
they are currently accommodated on a host with an extreme
utilization level. Since such states are more likely to trigger
overloading incidents, VMs with zero margin are suggested to
be migrated to a more suitable host.

E. Fitness

All the available hosts will be evaluated such that suitable
hosts can be selected as destination hosts for VM reallocations.
In this work, we formulate a heuristics-based fitness function
for each host as

Fit(i) =
Mij(

1 +
∣∣∣dh1(γ

′
i )

dγ
′
i

∣∣∣) , (7)

where Mij is the capacity margin of VM j if it is migrated to
host i. In (7), γ

′

i is the utilization level of host i after receiving
the migrating-in VM j.
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Fig. 3: An iteration of the proposed VM consolidation process.

V. PROPOSED VM CONSOLIDATION MECHANISM

In this work, an ordinary Cloud data center with an In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS) model is analyzed. Different
applications are allowed to be allocated onto the same physical
host for energy saving. Furthermore, VMs can be migrated
across the whole data center to yield better utilization. The
proposed VM consolidation mechanism is executed in four
steps: (1) identifying critical VMs and hosts, (2) selecting VMs
for migration, (3) reallocating selected VMs, and (4) detecting
under-utilized host. The proposed VM consolidation process
is summarized in Fig. 3 and described in details below.

A. Identifying Critical VMs and Hosts

The objective of the first step is to identify VMs and hosts
that are regarded as critical. This step is triggered periodically
according to the specified interval of the CSP. Whenever the
mechanism is invoked, the susceptibility value h1, the SC
value h2, and the capacity margin of each host and its VMs
will be calculated. Here, VMs with zero margin, i.e. lower
SC values or higher susceptibility values, are considered as
critical VMs. In the proposed mechanism, if there exist any
critical VM on a host, that host is regarded as critical. As
critical hosts often degrade application performance, migrating
critical VM(s) away can prevent potential SLA violations.

B. Selecting VMs for Migration

Once critical hosts are identified, one or multiple of their
VM(s) will be selected for migration. In the second step, the
proposed mechanism selects VM(s) to be migrated according
to their migration time. Here, the migration time is calculated
based on the amount of RAM being used by the VM divided
by the available network bandwidth between source and desti-
nation hosts. On a critical host, its critical VM that requires the
shortest time for migration will be given the highest priority to
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Algorithm 1: The modified BFD with the proposed heuristics
Require: VmsToMigrateList, hostList
Ensure: migrationMap

1: VmsToMigrateList.sortDecreasingUtilization()
2: for vm in VmsToMigrateList do
3: maxFitness ← MIN
4: allocatedHost ← NULL
5: for host in hostList do
6: if host has enough resource then
7: h1 ← estimated h1
8: h2 ← estimated h2
9: Margin ← estimated Margin

10: if Margin > 0 then
11: Fitness ← estimated Fitness
12: if Fitness > maxFitness then
13: allocatedHost ← host
14: maxFitness ← Fitness
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: migrationMap.add(vm, allocatedHost)
20: end for
21: return migrationMap

be migrated. As long migration time can have negative impacts
on application performance, such design can lower the chance
of having SLA violations. After each selection, the values of
h1, h2, and the capacity margin of the critical host and its
VMs will be updated. This step is executed repeatedly until
no more critical VMs can be found on the host.

C. Reallocating Selected VMs

To accommodate the migrated out VMs in the second step,
suitable hosts will be selected for VM reallocations. This step
is executed in two stages: (1) reallocation of selected VMs
from critical hosts and (2) reallocation of VMs from under-
utilized hosts. The information on the new VM placement from
these two stages constitutes a migration map. VMs are then
consolidated according to the migration map.

The problem addressed in this step can be viewed as a bin
packing problem with variable bin sizes and costs. In this
work, the bin size is representing the available CPU resource
of each physical host, items are representing the selected VMs
obtained from the second step while costs are corresponding to
the heuristics-based fitness values of the selected VMs if they
are reallocated onto different hosts. Here, we adopt a modified
best fit decreasing (BFD) algorithm together with the proposed
bio-inspired heuristic functions introduced in Section IV to
solve the bin packing problem. The modified BFD is regarded
as efficient as it uses no more than 71/60 ·OPT + 1 bins in
its operation (where OPT is the number of bins provided by
the optimal solution) [33].

The proposed heuristics can be integrated with the BFD
algorithm and it is presented in Algorithm 1. After selecting
VMs for migration in the second step, a list of VMs that

need to be reallocated is obtained. According to current CPU
utilizations of selected VMs in the second step, they are first
sorted in a decreasing order in the modified BFD. For each VM
on the sorted list, we try to find a host with adequate resources
to accommodate it. For each available host, the values of h1,
h2, and the capacity margin of that host and its VMs (including
the sorted VM) after migration will then be estimated. Note
that a host, which would become critical after accepting a
VM, will not be selected. For each VM, a host that can yield
the largest fitness value after migration will be chosen as a
destination host, i.e. a host with both lower susceptibility value
and higher SC value. In summary, the algorithm reallocates a
critical VM to a host with the largest margin and a moderate
utilization level. This allows critical VMs to choose more
capable hosts and avoid co-locating with VMs with similar
utilization patterns. If no active host can accommodate the
migrated out critical VMs, an inactive host which can yield
the largest fitness among switched-off hosts, will be turned
on. Once a host is located, the migration will proceed. This
step is repeated until all the VMs in the migration list are
reallocated. The reallocation process allows hosts to operate
at desired utilization levels.

D. Detecting Under-Utilized Hosts

In Clouds, hosts with relatively low utilizations, even being
idle, could still reach 70% of their peak power. Therefore,
turning off under-utilized hosts is highly recommended for
energy saving. Among the active hosts, the host with the
minimum utilization will be regarded as the under-utilized
host. Note that hosts which have been considered as critical
in the first step or have accepted VM(s) in the third step, will
not be considered as under-utilized. For an under-utilized host,
the proposed mechanism tries to find destination host(s) to
accommodate each of its VM(s) and then checks if such a host
can place all its VMs on other hosts without introducing new
critical host(s). Following the same logic mentioned earlier,
the mechanism selects a destination host that can yield the
largest fitness value from the available hosts which are better
than the source host. The source host is turned off only if all
of its VMs can be migrated away. Otherwise, no changes will
be applied. This process is then repeated on the host having
the next minimum utilization.

Note that the fitness value of a destination host should
be larger than that of the under-utilized host in the VM
reallocation process. Otherwise, the newly migrated-in VM(s)
would trigger overloading on the host assigned and cause
unnecessary migrations in the coming rounds.

E. A Worked Example

The rationale of the proposed VM consolidation mechanism
can be further elaborated using the following worked example.

Example 1: Consider a Cloud data center with 5 physical
hosts P1, P2, . . . , P5, and 10 VMs V1, V2, . . . , V10 as shown in
Fig. 4. Suppose the global tuning parameter Cglobal is 0.5. For
each host, the number inside its bracket indicates its current
CPU utilization. For each VM, the numbers inside its bracket
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(a) The first and second steps
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(b) The third step
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V10
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V1
[0.3, 870, 0.5]

(c) The fourth step

Fig. 4: A worked example of the proposed mechanism.

respectively represent its current CPU utilization, amount of
RAM, and RUC level.

For hosts, the proposed mechanism first calculates their Mij

for each VM on them. Note that as M11 = 0 and M12 = 0,
thus V1 and V2 will be considered as critical VMs. Therefore,
P1 is regarded as critical. Between these two critical VMs
on P1, V1 requires shorter migration time. Therefore, V1 will
be selected for migration. After V1 being chosen, M12 and
M13 will be updated. Since M12 > 0 and M13 > 0, after the
migration of V1, no critical host is found in the data center.

By the end of the second step, V1 is migrated out for
reallocation. The proposed mechanism will proceed to its third
step and calculates Mi1 for the remaining 4 physical hosts
P2, P3, P4, and P5. Among the remaining hosts, P2 is not
feasible as it will be regarded as critical after accepting V1.
Among the feasible physical hosts, P4 can yield the largest
fitness value of 0.57895. Therefore, P4 will be chosen as the
destination host for V1.

After the actual migration of V1, the mechanism will enter
its fourth step. As mentioned earlier, hosts which have been
considered as critical in the first step (i.e. P1) or have accepted
VM(s) in the third step (i.e. P4) will not be considered as
under-utilized. Among P2, P3, and P5, P5 is regarded as the
under-utilized host as it has the minimum utilization of 0.3.
For V10, the mechanism will select a destination host that can
yield the largest fitness value from the available options (i.e. P2

and P3) which is better than P5. If V10 can be migrated away
without introducing new critical host(s), P5 will be turned
off. Otherwise, P5 will remain active. The above process will
repeat on the host having the next minimum utilization level.

From this example, it can be observed that the proposed

mechanism tends to consolidate VMs onto some hosts rather
than distributing them across all the hosts evenly. By doing
so, some physical hosts can be turned off to save energy.
Furthermore, the proposed mechanism tries to drive physical
hosts to operate at desired utilization levels and loads them
with VMs having different utilization patterns, which avoids
triggering further overloading events.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed VM consolidation
mechanism, a series of experiments were conducted in this
section. The CloudSim [23] toolkit, which supports modeling
of virtualized Cloud data center, was chosen as the experiment
platform to implement the proposed mechanism.

A. Experiment Setup

In the experiments, 800 heterogeneous physical hosts were
simulated. The simulated data center consists of two types of
dual-core servers with equal volumes: HP ProLiant ML110
G4 (1860 MIPS, 4 GB) and HP ProLiant ML110 G5 (2660
MIPS, 4 GB). All hosts were equipped with 1GB storage and
1GB/s network bandwidth. These configuration settings limit
the number of VMs on each host. For these physical hosts,
their power models were obtained from SpecPower08 [34]
correspondingly.

To simulate real world scenarios, four different types of
single-core VMs were simulated in the experiments: High-
CPU Medium Instance (2500 MIPS, 0.85 GB), Extra Large
Instance (2000 MIPS, 1,7 GB), Small Instance (1000 MIPS,
1.7 GB), and Micro Instance (500 MIPS, 613 MB). All of these
VMs were modeled to have 2.5 Gigabytes of VM size and 100
Mbit/s of bandwidth individually. In a simulated day, the VM
consolidation processes were triggered every five simulated
minutes.

B. Performance Metrics

1) Energy Consumption: In the current work, the total
energy consumption consumed by all active hosts were mea-
sured. In Cloud clusters, high energy consumption will lead
to high carbon dioxide emissions and high operational cost.
Therefore, the amount of energy consumption is a key mea-
surement to evaluate energy management efficiency. In the
experiments, the total MIPS of each host, the allocated MIPS
of each VM, and the time are used as input parameters to
measure the total energy consumption. Furthermore, other
performance indices are needed to give an all-round evaluation
in other dimensions such as SLA violations and migration
numbers.

2) SLA Violation Metrics: In Cloud clusters, CSPs should
satisfy the expected QoS of their subscribers through the
negotiated SLA. Here, the SLA, which is defined as a two-
sided commitment, is a measurement to evaluate the level
of QoS between a CSP and its subscribers. A typical SLA
usually comprises several components such as the type of
service provided, the desired performance level, rewards, and
penalties. However, CSPs will have to pay penalties if the
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negotiated SLA is violated, which will increase their operating
costs. To measure the level of SLA violation, two metrics
in [23] are adopted in the current work: (1) SLA violation
Time per Active Host (SLATAH): SLATAH is a metric to
measure the percentage of time when active hosts have been
fully utilized. It can be calculated as

SLATAH =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Tsi

Tai
, (8)

where N is the number of physical hosts; Tsi is the total time
during which host i has been fully utilized incurring on an
violation of SLA; Tai is the total duration of host i being
in the active state; and (2) Performance Degradation due to
Migrations (PDM): PDM is a metric to measure the overall
degradation of performance due to VM migrations. It can be
computed as

PDM =
1

M

M∑
j=1

Cdj

Crj
, (9)

where M is the total number of VMs in the system; Cdj is
the estimated performance degradation of VM j due to VM
migrations; Crj is the total CPU capacity required by VM j
during its lifetime. Here, we assume that Cdj equals 10% of
the CPU utilization. SLATAH and PDM are equally important
but independent to each other. These two metrics are then
integrated into a parameter called SLA Violation (SLAV). It
is defined as

SLAV = SLATAH× PDM. (10)

Here, SLAV measures degradation of performance caused by
VM migrations and host overloading. In our experiments, the
requested MIPS of each VM, the allocated MIPS of each VM,
and the time are used as input parameters to measure the SLAV
level.

3) Energy and SLA Violations Metrics: Energy consump-
tion has a conflicted relationship with SLA violations. Energy
consumption can usually be decreased at the expense of an
increase of SLAV. Therefore, achieving a balanced trade-off
between these two conflicting metrics is a major objective
of the proposed mechanism. In the current work, we adopt
a metric called Energy and SLA Violations (ESV) [23] to
evaluate the overall performance of Cloud clusters. It is defined
as

ESV = E × SLAV, (11)

where E is the total energy consumption of a data center. Here,
energy consumption and SLAV metrics are combined together
for ESV evaluation.

4) Migration Number: Live VM migration is a costly
process. During migration, the migrated VMs will occupy
some CPU time and network bandwidth on both source and
destination hosts. Additionally, such migration may adversely
affect the performance of application running on the migrating
VM. Therefore, a small migration number is more desirable.

C. Benchmarking Mechanisms
In the experiments, six existing power-based or correlation-

based mechanisms were selected for comparison purposes,

including two power-based methods in [23] and [24], the three
consolidation mechanisms adopting different correlation-based
criteria in [21], and the heuristics-based method in [22]. In
the experiments, the power-based Local Regression Robust-
Minimum Migration Time (LRR-MMT) mechanism in [23]
was selected as a referencing benchmark because such mech-
anism outperforms other existing power-based methods. Here,
LRR method, which estimates host utilization level based
on its historical utilization values, is an adaptive-threshold
method for overloading detection. In the power-based LRR-
MMT mechanism, if the estimated CPU utilization of a host
is larger than the static utilization threshold, the VM with
minimum migration time on such host is chosen for migration.
Here, in the power-based LRR-MMT mechanism, the power
consumption of a host is adopted as a migration criterion.
The host with the least increase in power consumption after
receiving the migrated VM will be selected as the primary
destination candidate for migration. In the power-based THR-
MUG method [24], an upper fixed utilization threshold is
set for host overloading detection. On an overloaded host,
VM(s) with minimum utilization gap will be selected for
migration. The three consolidation mechanisms [21] adopt the
correlation of migrated VM(s), the average correlation level
(ACL), and the variation of correlation level (VCL) as their
criteria separately. In the heuristics-based method [22], a single
heuristic hT, which comprises two heuristics h1 and h2, is
regarded as the migration criterion.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, a series of experiments using real-world
workload data were carried out and the corresponding results
are presented. The workload data is provided by the PlanetLab
project [35]. Such project collects CPU usage data from
thousands of VMs every five minutes. In the experiments,
workload traces randomly chosen from 10 days of the provided
data were used.

A. Effects of Global Tuning Parameter to the Proposed Mech-
anism

As mentioned in Section IV, a global tuning parameter
Cglobal is required for VM consolidation. An experiment on
examining the performance of using different global tuning
parameters was carried out using the real-world workload on
03 March, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5(b), it can be observed that having Cglobal = 0.5
can yield a minimum level of ESV among the experiment
setups under test, which indicates a balanced trade-off between
energy and SLAV. Therefore, the same value was used for
the remaining experiments. In addition, it is observed that a
higher Cglobal value, which refers to a higher threshold for each
VM, would allow some hosts to operate at higher utilization
levels with more co-located VMs, thus more hosts can be
switched off. As a result, the system requires lower total
energy consumption. Meanwhile, higher utilization on some
hosts implies a higher chance of overloading, which incurs
more SLA violations.
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Fig. 5: Results of the proposed mechanism under different
global tuning parameters.

The proposed mechanism is executed every five minutes. It
can be estimated that the energy consumption decreases with
the increase of the global tuning parameter, which concurs
with our results. However, having the value of Cglobal being
too low, which refers to a small capacity threshold for each
VM, triggers over-provisioning and introduces more under-
utilized hosts to the system. On the contrary, an extremely
high value of Cglobal is also not desirable as it is more likely
to trigger overloading incidents. Therefore, the value of Cglobal
is suggested to be selected within [0.25, 0.65], which allows
VMs with moderate RUC to be co-located and yield a better
utilization.

B. Real-World Workload

Fig. 6 shows the experiment results under different con-
solidation mechanisms. Additionally, the average daily results
over 10 simulated days are shown in Table I. The total energy
consumption of different VM consolidation mechanisms under
test are reported in Fig. 6(a). As observed in Table I, the pro-
posed mechanism can reduce the overall energy consumption
by about 4%-29% when comparing with the other methods

under test. Fig. 6(b) compares SLAV of Cloud clusters under
different VM consolidation mechanisms. The average SLAV
of the proposed mechanism is 11%-91% lower than those of
other six benchmarking mechanisms. This demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed VM consolidation mechanism in
overload avoidance. VM migrations may trigger violations of
SLA, hence it is essential to minimize the migration number
whenever possible. As shown in Fig. 6(c), a fewer number
of migrations were invoked by the proposed mechanism
compared to the power-based LRR-MMT and THR-MUG
methods. In addition, the number of hot-spots and cold-spots
are reported for comparison. Here, hosts with CPU utilization
above 90% or below 25% are considered as hot-spots or cold-
spots, respectively. There are two input parameters, the total
MIPS of each host and the allocated MIPS of each VM,
being used to measure the number of hot-spots and cold-
spots. In Fig. 6(d), hot-spots are significantly relieved using
the proposed mechanism by prohibiting over-commitment. To
a certain degree, the number of cold-spots represents the
extent of resource waste. Fig. 6(e) shows that the proposed
mechanism mitigates a considerable number of cold-spots to
avoid resource waste. Furthermore, a compromise between
energy consumption and QoS can be demonstrated by the ESV
metric. Systems which are more capable of achieving energy
saving and a higher level of QoS, are normally with lower
ESV values. The results of ESV in Fig. 6(f) show that the
proposed mechanism outperforms other existing mechanisms
under test in most cases, which indicates the ability of the
proposed mechanism in delivering a better overall performance
in Cloud computing environments.

When comparing the number of active hosts under different
consolidation mechanisms, it is observed that the amount
of active hosts in systems with the proposed mechanism
is smaller than those with other six benchmarking mech-
anisms. Within the active hosts, the number of cold-spots
utilized by the proposed mechanism is much lower than other
mechanisms under test. This explains the promising energy
saving performance of the proposed mechanism as it tends
to consolidate VMs onto fewer physical hosts by considering
the host utilization levels. In addition, incorporating with the
RUC among co-located VMs in the VM consolidation process,
the risk of overloading can be lowered. Hence, the proposed
mechanism enables better consolidations of VMs with less
violations of SLA and hot-spots.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, a VM consolidation mechanism based on
bio-inspired heuristics is proposed. Heuristic functions in
the proposed mechanism, which incorporate both the host
utilization levels and resource utilization correlations among
co-located VMs, are inspired by host-switching behaviors in
symbiotic organisms. Under the proposed mechanism, a larger
capacity margin and a higher fitness value indicate a more de-
sirable operating environment for VMs and hosts, respectively.
The proposed mechanism is implemented and evaluated on
CloudSim. The average ESV by the proposed mechanism is
14%-92% lower than that of other benchmarking mechanisms
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Fig. 6: Comparison results of the proposed mechanism with other existing mechanisms.

over ten simulated days. Experiment results demonstrate that
the proposed mechanism can lower the risk of overloading,
reduce SLA violations, and minimize the energy consumption
in comparisons with other existing mechanisms under test.

In the future, we plan to extend bio-inspired heuristics to
multi-dimensional resources. In addition, we plan to consider
the network topology of the Cloud data center in the VM con-
solidation process to achieve better application performance.
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